Position: Director/VP of Upstream Process Development

Reports to: CEO

Job Responsibilities:

- Responsible for the upstream cell culture process design and development of research and development project of antibodies, and the production of samples in corresponding stages;
- Drafting, reviewing, and implementing research plans, programs, and reports;
- Responsible for the connection, coordination, supervision, and record arrangement of related work with CMO Company;
- Organize and draft relevant SOP, process procedures, records, and other documents;
- Organize, sort out and write declaration materials according to domestic and foreign registration and declaration requirements;
- Other tasks assigned by supervisor.

Job Requirements:

- Ph.D. in biology related majors;
- Rich experience in antibody upstream development, familiar with the regulatory requirements and procedures of antibody manufacture, and assist in developing antibody upstream production platform.

Company Background

BlissBio, founded in Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province in December 2017, is a clinical-stage biopharmaceutical company focusing on discovery, development, and commercialization of biotherapeutics with independent intellectual properties. BlissBio's core team has successful experience in product development and commercialization in this field, as well as a variety of
technology platforms. BlissBio has close collaborations with domestic and foreign biopharmaceutical companies to develop internationally competitive BIC and FIC biotherapeutics.

Company address: Qiantang New Area, Hangzhou, Zhejiang
Contact: Lijuan Qiu
Contact information:
Phone: 17794578036
Email: lqiu@blissbiopharma.com